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Introduction
When you want some ass that you can really sink into you want Ass Like That! These honeys are all
destined for lower back problems later in life caused by years of trucking that phat ass from one
bedroom to the next. 

Adult Review
Ass Like That is the new phat ass site from the guys at All Exclusive Pass. This site focuses its attention on sweet sistas with
enough ass to earthshake you right out of your shoes.
  
  There are dozens of original videos and pics you will only find on this site and each is worth savoring. When you want to
slap the inside of some soul hole with the full length of your meat pole, you want to get access to an Ass Like That!
  
  Along with the well produced videos and stunning collection of pics, the site offers a ton of bonus content for anyone who
likes to spend their time with thick black ass. Extra video feeds, bonus non-exclusive scenes, even some live chat and dating
feeds are thrown in for free. 
  
  On its own this site might not get as high a review score because it is so focused on one narrow niche of lust. However,
when you consider this is just one of the sites included in your All Exclusive Pass membership for a single fee, then this site
clearly becomes huge bang for your buck. Take a look at the right side of this review and look over all the other sites
included in your membership... then try not to hurt your bulge as you tug your wallet out of your pocket to sign up!

Porn Summary
If you have ever wanted to mount up on an Ass Like That, I can assure you that you'll want to join a Site Like This!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These asses should've been scored on the richter scale!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 83
Support: 82 Unique: 82    Taste: 89        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Pigtails Round Asses (86) ,WillSheGag (85) ,Pigtails Big Tits (85) ,StinkFillers (85) ,Naughty Best Friends (85) ,My Favorite
CreamPies (84) ,Gag Sluts (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Ebony, Exclusive, Hardcore, Interracial, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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